Affordable Care Act, 13-14, 32-33, 63
Anderson-Burdick balancing test, 262-63, 307-11
Ballot access, see Political parties; Minor parties and independent candidates
Bicameralism, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Bicameralism and presentment
Bills becoming law, see Legislative process; Legislative bill process
Bribery, 76-90
Elements of bribery, 76-86
Campaign contributions as bribes, 79-85
Ethics and gift rules, relation to, 88-90
Hobbs Act, relation to, 81-82, 87
Illegal gratuities statute, relation to, 86-87
Campaign Finance, 319-99
Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (McCain-Feingold), 331, 335-36, 350, 356, 369, 372-73
Contribution limitations, 329-33
Aggregate contribution limitations, 331-33, 356-61
Low contribution limits, 348-61
Soft money, 350, 357-61
Super PACs, 361-65
Contrast with 501(c) organizations, 381-85
Disclosure, 367-85
501(c) organizations, 381-85
Government interests v. right to anonymity, 367-81
Expenditure limitations, see Spending limitations
Federal Election Campaign Act, 324-32, 335-36, 368-69
First Amendment issue, Introduction to, 320-22
Introduction, 319-28
Public financing, 385-99
Constitutional issues, 388-99
Discrimination against minor parties, 388-90
Impermissibility of certain matching funds, 394-99
Voluntariness, 390-94
Pro and con, 88
Spending limitations, 329-46
Foreign spending ban, 345-46
Canons of construction; see Statutory interpretation; Canons of construction
Chevron deference, see Statutory interpretation; Agency interpretation; Chevron deference
Deliberation, 28, 55-58
Direct democracy, 91-109
Content restrictions, 97-105
Contribution and expenditure limitations in, ban on, 333-34, 348
Financing qualification drives, 105-109
Petitioning rules, 105-109
Pro and Con, 91-97
Single subject rule, 97-105
Due process of lawmakers, see Regulating legislators; Due process of lawmakers
Duverger’s Law, see Political parties; Minor parties and independent candidates
Dynamic statutory interpretation, see Statutory interpretation; Theories of interpretation
Election administration, 297-316
Federal law governing
Election administration, 312-16
Elections Clause and, 312, 314-16
Help America Vote Act, 313
National Voter Registration Act, 313
Uniform Oversee Citizen Absentee Voting Act, 314
United States Election Assistance Commission, 303-04
Florida 2000 controversy, 297-303
Voter identification and related controversies, 303-311
Enrolled bill rule, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Enrolled bill rule
Index

Equal protection claims, see Election administration, Right to Vote, Political parties; Minor parties and independent candidates, Political parties; partisan gerrymandering, Voting Rights Act; racial gerrymandering

Filibuster, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Senate rules (including filibusters)

First Amendment, see Campaign Finance, Lobbying, Political parties; Minor parties and independent candidates

Petition clause, 60, 69

Gerrymandering, see Political parties; Political gerrymandering; see also Voting Rights Act, Racial gerrymandering

Gifts to legislators, see Bribery; Ethics and gift rules, relation to

Hobbs Act, see Bribery; Hobbs Act, relation to

Hybrid democracy, see Direct democracy

Initiative, see Direct democracy

Intentionalism, see Statutory interpretation; Theories of interpretation

Legislative history; see Statutory interpretation; Legislative history; see also Statutory interpretation; Debate between legislative history and New Textualism

Legislative process, 1-109

Formal requirements for federal legislation, 3-19

Bicameralism and presentment, 6-14

Enrolled bill rule, 8-11, 12-13

House of Representatives rules, 19-22

Origination clause, 11-14

Senate rules (including filibusters), 22-25, 30-33

Veto power, 14-19

Legislative bill process, 3-33

Theories of legislative process, 25-29

Normative theories, 27-29

Positive theories, 25-27

Pluralism, 25-26

Proceduralism, 26-27

Positive political theory, 26-27

Public choice theory, 25-26

Unorthodox lawmakering, 29-33

Line item veto, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Veto power

Literacy tests, see Right to vote; Literacy tests

Lobbying, 59-76

Constitutional questions about novel lobbying laws, 74-76

Disclosure, 64-71

Honest Leadership and Open Government Act, 69-71, 88-90

How lobbying works, 59-64

Lobbying Disclosure Act, 65-71

Obama administration rules, 74

State laws, 73

Tax law and lobbying, 71-73

Logrolling, see Regulating legislators; Single subject rule

One person, one vote rule, see Right to vote; Vote dilution (one person, one vote rule)

Origination clause, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Origination clause

Qualifications for Office, see Regulating Legislators; Qualifications for office

Pluralism, see Legislative process; Theories of legislative process; Positive theories; Pluralism

Pocket veto, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Veto power

Political question doctrine, 44-45, 222, 249

Political parties, 241-63

Minor parties and independent candidates, 260-63, 388-90

Obligations and associational rights of political parties, 254-60

Partisan gerrymandering, 247-53

Political competition in political science and law, 241-47

Political markets approach, 244-47

Positive political theory, see Legislative process; Theories of legislative process; Positive theories, Positive political theory

Proceduralism, see Legislative process; Theories of Legislative process; Positive theories, Proceduralism

Public choice theory, see Legislative process; Theories of legislative process; Positive theories, Public choice theory
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Purposivism, see Statutory interpretation; Theories of interpretation
Presentment, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Bicameralism and presentment
Recall, see Direct democracy
Redistricting, 237-39; see also Right to vote; Vote dilution (one person, one vote rule), Political parties; Partisan gerrymandering, Voting Rights Act; Racial gerrymandering
Introduction to redistricting, 237-39
Referendum, see Direct democracy
Regulating legislators, 35-58; see also Lobbying, Bribery
Due process of lawmaking, 55-58
Qualifications for office, 35-46
Single subject rule, 52-54
Speech or debate clause, 46-52, 77, 80
Term limits, 39-43
Rent-seeking, 27
Residency requirements for legislators, see Regulating legislators; Qualifications for office
Right to vote, 209-36, see also Voting Rights Act
African-American suffrage, 213-15; see also Voting Rights Act
Fundamental right status, 213-19
Exceptions for felons, minors, non-citizens and non-residents, 219-20
Literacy tests, 209-19
Poll taxes, 215-19
Redistricting, see Redistricting
Vote dilution (one person, one vote rule), 220-32
Extensions of one person, one-vote rule to local areas, 228-32
Exception for special purpose election districts, 232-36
Women’s suffrage, 214-15
Same-sex marriage and legislative animus, 170-73
Single subject rule, see Regulating legislators; Single subject rule; see also Direct democracy; Single subject rule
Speech or debate clause; see Regulating legislators; Speech or debate clause
Statutory interpretation
Agency interpretation, 183-206
Auer deference, 204-06
Chevron deference, 183-98
Skidmore deference, 198-206
Canons of construction, 124, 133-62
Substantive canons, 136-39, 153-62
Avoidance canon, 158-59
Democracy canon, 161-62
Federalism canons, 160-61
Rule of lenity, 154-57
Textual canons, 134,
Ejusdem generis, 144, 152
Expressio unius, 134, 140-42
Grammar and punctuation,
147-53
Last antecedent rule, 149-50, 152
In pari materia, 179-80
Noscitur a sociis, 142-44, 146, 152
Whole act rule, 179
Debate over legislative history and New Textualism, 122-29
Legislative history, 163-82
Legislative silence, 173-79
Other statutes, 179-82
Types of legislative history, 163-73
Stare decisis and, 129-31
Theories of interpretation, 119-21
Theory and practice, 113-31
Term limits, see Regulating legislators; Term limits
Textualism, see Statutory interpretation; Debate over legislative history and New textualism
Veto power, see Legislative process; Formal requirements for federal legislation; Veto power
Voting rights; see Right to vote; see also Voting Rights Act
Voting Rights Act, 166-68, 175-79, 265-96
Dole compromise, 166, 282
Judicial elections and, 175-79
Origins, 265-73
Racial gerrymandering, 292-96
Index

Voting Rights Act (continued)
Section 2
   Felon disenfranchisement claims, 288-90
   History, 175-79
   Racial gerrymandering cases, relation to, 292-96
   Redistricting standards (Gingles test), 280-88
   Vote denial standards, 288-92
Section 5
   Constitutionality, 273-80
   Preclearance rules, 265-73
   Voting Rights Amendments Act, 279-80

White Primary Cases, see Political parties;
   Obligations and associational rights of political parties